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Levantine Arabic transcript: 

  
  آ8< =>;:01 9$78 و ه6 /!45!م و ا012 /.-, و اه$) '& %$#: "!رة -
و اM:;<= ،O 9$78، آMB ';ة /!45!م 0B<8: K<5!L آI9!H !Bی& اHIJ!ء ر:B=!F! و ش71D ی>0B '>!ه& و : A2!ح -

P<Q/ !BQA9ا . 
 ی>L 0B;یKF اK/6RS5 '! آ!L M2;یI8$F= KFیK: "!رة -
 V، و اTD/ !' UQH &' !2; ا62 اR/ #RS2;یI8$F= KFیA2 : K!ح -
  /626T جYء 'B!، اR5;یKF ا6X5ریK اI8$F15یK /!5>!دة اVهU: "!رة -
 . A2 :!<QL!ح -
/[ /;أی) %!85!، :0 . ی>0B ه0B اI56$5 6QRS8/ 0$5 و هMBQ$5 6QRS8/ 0B و'] '6ا:KF اQL &8:;R5>!: "!رة -

 K9Y2 آ8Q;ة '& اQ45!ب ا62؟ 
B9 K! ی>J 0B!رت اd5!<5 آKQX2 ;81 آ8Q;ة ی!خIوا />b& 9& %# أو '>8QA& $هM4$/ a =1`8; ه!A2 :`45!ح -

Q/ UHV!/6ج6د' UهVا UخI= نVا I.5 ]/ P< . 680 رضBا62 ه UهVا !=!B<' !-: P</ 6Q./ &8B= 65 h1%
 MB/ 62ر 9!دي ا!J 62ا !B9 j1D2ا045 ا5$0 ا &T-6ج6د، /[ ی' UخI15ن اVا I.5 0B<ی ،P<Q5 6ونR<ی

 /;أی0T.= 02!' 0 '] ش#، ی>0B اJ 62!ر و اO اKHa9 0T.= d9 62 %# و هI<' (8 هIی) اK$T4-5، و ا2!
'K$T4 ی>0B، /[ ی6Tن ه6ي ا8B15& '-.1;'8& و ا8B15& اP</ &8/!% IAB9 62 ی>0B '! ی6Tن ا5-6ض6ع :68 

UهVا UخI= نVا I.5 ]/ بlا5$0 اخ1;=6 ، آ!ن . آ am' #8RS56ن اQاه$0 5-!، 65 '! 9!ج am' 0B<ی
9 !' !962 0B<6ل یQF' UخI= 0B<ر ی!J ]/ UخI= 0: ao$: ،68>!رض%UQH & . 

/Iك =-S= h$9 04$68ن 'UQF1X-5!/ am ی1>;:6ا ا012 اذا =6Aز=0 و J!ر IB9ك وVد /0X.1 ا62 : "!رة -
h$9... 

هa اV '! ا045 ا5$0 =>6د2! 9$78 یtث; :B8!، خ$, D2 h$9 !B8/;= !B.2[ ا045 ی>A2 : IF1B2 d9 !B.2 0B!ح -
B1<8QL 062 هV 6A5ا اIo/ &849!ی UbB' ]/ !B85!أه &T-زم، ا62 /.# . !یV 7ا62 ای ;TD/ ديVو am' !2ا ]/

K$T4' يIB9 !' ،0$8F= ا وI% [' 0T.= 0<' ق;D1/ !' 01B/ 62ا . &=!B8/ 0: 62ا ]% 0B<6ن یTا2! آ-!ن ی ]/
0B-o8/ 0$5ا اI0 هB<م ی!AX26ن ه8). اTزم یV (86ن هTزم یV V KL;41' K2!X26ن آ81; اT% 02ا !' ]/ . 

!I85 ا6X5ریK اI8$F15یUT4/ K 9!م /6T8ن :o8! ش;وط آBB8/ ;81-! ی>0B =>!رف و %# و آlا ی>0B اF15: "!رة -
 . /U$F ا45;وط آ8< '! آ!ن

B12 !2I/ ،!<QL!زل ش6ي، آ-!ن ا5.# ی>0B اdo' !2!8%، :!ذا اB18/ !2!8%!ز65، اذا اMBQ5 ؤضB1= K2!8!زل : "!رة -
 ،do' ;816ن ش0 آT0 %;ة /[ '! یo: ش!يءVا P</ &98-04 ا5.!ل/ I%ا'! اذا آ!ن ش0 9!دي ا65ا .  

 
 
English translation:  

 
- Sarah: How did you get to know him?  He is in Damascus, you are in Homs, and your 
family is from Aleppo. 
 
- Najah: Wallah, I met him … once I was in Damascus sitting with some friends who 
were his friends, and I saw him with them, and we liked each other.  
 
- Sarah: So the engagement wasn’t done in a traditional way.  
 
- Najah: No, and I have never considered getting engaged in a traditional way.  
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- Sarah: The traditional Syrian way involves the parents as a big part. 
 
- Najah: Of course.  
 
- Sarah:  I mean, they are the one who arrange engagements for their son, and they 
arrange the engagement for the daughter -- of course, with the agreement of both parties. 
But in your opinion, do you think there is a tendency for young people to ….?  
 
- Najah: Now, this thing [the engagement arrangement] began to change here. I mean, 
there is a big percentage of people who marry each other out of love, or at least after 
liking each other. Until now the parents’ involvement is still present. Even if two people 
love each other, it doesn’t mean that the parents agreed to give them to each other.1  I 
mean, until now the interference is present. But perhaps what has been opened up was 
that it became more normal for a girl to talk to a guy, I mean, a love relationship and such 
isn’t that much of a problem. And it is not a problem in my opinion, as long as they are 
both respectable people, and both of them really love each other, I mean, it shouldn’t be a 
matter of lies. But until now parents are involved. I mean, for example, my parents, if 
they didn’t like the fiancé I chose, they would have objected to him, so there is 
interference, but it is somewhat bearable if compared to what it used to be.  
 
- Sarah: Okay, now if you got married and had kids, do you feel as if you would go by 
letting them [meet other guys or girls, etc.] in the future.  
 
- Najah: Now, the things we get used to must come back and affect us. That’s it; we were 
raised on the same thing. I mean, we criticize our parents, but we keep living in the same 
manner because it’s our nature. But I think, for example, that for my kids, that yes they 
should, like …  my daughter … I wouldn’t care if she talks to somebody and tells me; I 
don’t have a problem. But I also have to feel that they have something in common, and 
that is what I care about. I won’t be a very picky person; [I won’t say] no, it shouldn’t be 
this, it should be that. 
 
- Sarah: I mean Syrian traditions are in general are very picky, and have so many 
conditions, while meeting, love, and all that would reduce these conditions [regarding 
marriage].  
 
-Najah: Of course, we have to compromise a bit; love is important sometimes, too. So 
sometimes you compromise, if the girl is satisfied and wants to compromise some things, 
and then she is free. As long as it is not a really huge thing [compromise], but if it was 
normal, then one should just let it be.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 Allowing them to get married. 
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